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The INSCAPE editorial board wishes to thank all those who submitted material, as well as those who have in any 
way contributed time and effort to this magazine. 
Producing INSCAPE this year has been both challenging and rewarding. All the members of the editorial board are 
amateur poets and have widely varying backgrounds, tastes and interests, so you will find many different kinds of 
poems here. 
It was, however, often necessary to make fine distinctions between the quality of material submitted and what 
space was available. The editorial board has tried to choose the finest material submitted by the individual writer. 
Many of those who submitted material will not find it here because of considerations of taste, available space 
(this is especially true of short stories) and quality. Many "borderline" items have also been omitted; others have been 
included. In all such cases, however, quality has been the deciding final factor, by majority vote. 
Many changes have been made in INSCAPE this year and, hopefully, a few improvements. Some art work is also 
included. The basic format of the magazine has changed drastically and the individual writer will find his material inter-
spersed in the magazine instead of concentrated on one or two pages. 
INSCAPE is also sponsoring a total of at least four poetry readings this year in an effort to encourage new campus 
poets to read and submit material. 
This is the first edition of the year, and if it is well received, another will be published in the spring. We hope you 
enjoy this edition of INSCAPE, and welcome your comments and criticism. 
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- -INSCAPE editorial board 
John Cannon 
Chris Chapman 
Linda Fries 
Sandy Fugate 
David Goetz 
Ruth Rundell 
Larry Wallingford 
But as air, melody, is what strikes me most of all in music and design in painting, so design, pattern or what I am 
in the habit of calling "inscape" is what I above all aim at in poetry. 
The Horned Violet is a pretty thing, gracefully lashed. Even in withering the flower ran through beautiful 
inscapes by the screwing up of the petals into straight little barrels or tubes. 
--Gerard Manley Hopkins 
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Along the salt-washed shores 
Standing on the half-white sands 
Still moist from the morning tide 
With silent sounds of waves splashing -
Look across the wide expanse 
In this moment of nature's silence 
The long, almost unending day 
Begins at last to draw near an end 
With the sun still glistening on the sea. 
Gulls nesting on nearby rocks 
Rest undisturbed in the twilight 
As night settles upon the shore. 
--Raymond Bowden 
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The snow is falling 
Well here we are another day 
A no th er try at a wasted I ife. 
You say here is a new chance 
A chance to change things gone wrong 
Or make the good ones better. 
As dark trees outline the hill --
Spring will make them live. 
Fool, fool 
You destroy life as you live 
No new chances - -D. Thomas 
Because death rules 
And if not 
Life smacks you in the face . .. . 
They say you walk barefoot in the grass--
And smoke it too. 
I'm not one to say that's wrong--
But I'm inhibited--
And I never gave you a chance. 
You would probably understand why I keep 
Cattails on my desk and write poetry that doesn't rhyme. 
Dandelions that clutch the earth are pretty 
But they have a conventional view of the world too--
And I never gave you a chance. 
--Linda Lou Mullins 
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- - Ruth Rundell 
Down the River Road Again 
It is comforting 
to walk across bridges 
at midnight, 
and listen to far-off trains 
threatening to push you 
from your perch, 
and you kno w they can 't. 
Only you 
arc there on the bridge 
and time 
and the wind 
fl ow fl uiclly 
under you. 
Midnight is a silent place 
and the ghosts o f Christmas past 
arc no t reall y bo thersome 
at all. 
You think ; 
you remember ; 
you walk to the o ther side 
and the river looks the same 
from there. 
lt sometimes takes 
a midnight bridge 
to realize 
that the only enduring thing 
is change. 
--Bruce Hopkins 
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Where are we? 
WHERE? 
Dear god where are we 
and you god 
Where are you? 
Are we the flowers 
and you the soil? 
or are you the flowers 
and we the soil? 
Tell me god 
Who should cry the most, 
the shoe without a shoestring, 
or the shoestring without a shoe? 
And god 
Which shall laugh the most, 
a picture without a frame, 
or a frame without a picture? 
Well it's time to eat, god. 
Sit with me, O.K. 
We shall sit at the table of death, 
and feast on life. 
- - David Simpkins 
The Empty Room 
Chairs 
sitting empty in the room 
gathering dust 
from unbreathed air. 
Floors 
desperately crying for a broom, 
life exists 
nowhere. 
Clocks upon the wall are dead by now 
time has stopped. 
Space 
no place, 
some place 
man stood 
and it was good. 
But all is gone 
but 
the empty room. 
--John Cannon 
Someday 
Complacency surrounds my soul 
And encloses me in self-sustained satisfaction. 
Today I exist for tomorrow. 
Tomorrow for the future. 
Always, always, always, postponing 
Living in the name of Life. 
--Peggy Curran 
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Thuds of silence 
Desolate rooms 
Echoes of now-gone footsteps 
The weight of tears held for the relief of privacy. 
Bleak, empty misery of want, wanting-wanting, with 
Hours and days of no containment. 
How to cope with nothing; where only a glance ago 
There was everything. 
What to say to silence; when only yesterday there was not enough 
time to say all that was coming into mind, when a word from either 
side brought sharing, learning, grins and grimaces -- helter-skelter. 
I can close my eyes and ache with the hurt of so much longing. 
But yearning, knowing, believing doesn't make it so. 
--Joan E. Fannin 
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Where were we two 
when you were a myth not in my mind? 
Walking in murky woods maybe, 
murky woods tall and kingly kind? 
What did we do 
when the cool gray clouds were whitely lined? 
Walking in waving grass maybe, 
gazing the clouds god signed? 
Where are you now 
when the black sun beats on fields i find? 
Winding in neon streetlights maybe, 
tasting the nightlime rind? 
Where am i now 
weaving wild as the swift scared hind? 
Wanting to weep you here maybe, 
to thank -- for being lemonkind? 
--Chris Chapman 
morning glory 
yesterday 
clinging in them ind 
like an old bloomed-out 
morning glory that hangs on 
all summer 
before it finally goes to seed----
allows new life 
and only then with reluctance 
Number Three 
Thoughtless yellow flames curled remorsefully 
Around the gilded cube set in space. 
Enter a man and a world together 
The world is blue-yellow from the fire. 
The man is brown from the sun. 
Time will stand still, in fact will end. 
An owl flies through the day with 
Things of wood running in and out 
Among the boughs. Their heads are 
Bright orange in color. 
Many things are found in a world 
Of boxes heaped there in this cube. 
Many desires of long-lost love find 
Their way to a heart. But oh my friend 
He does but take seriously everybody 
Whom he doth beseech. Countless days of 
Depressed and recessed desires are 
The ways of punishment for it. He made 
It happen, now it is true. Someone 
Has sent the flame a whirl. 
Life goes up with that curl which 
Falls from the air. I wake and try to 
Find those certain desires that have within 
--L inda Fries 
Delayed Repentance 
The darkened, dismal ashes 
Float like wood adrift on water, 
smoothly 
silently 
unwarningly 
Pushing back all dreams 
Of soon-rebuilt hopes. 
Like fire-charred dust 
l crushed your loving faith, 
deeply 
damaging 
Your power to forgive. 
--Peggy Curran 
Me been proclaimed. They say "Your dead now live." 
- - Dale Marshall 
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Window Pane Woman 
Window pane woman sits on the sill 
Waiting for someone to come, 
She is not sure o f all her tho ughts, 
But she is content not to run. 
I remember you the first time 
With the sun reflected in your eyes, 
Biding your time looking out your window 
Looking through the light from the sky . 
The seasons changed twice over, 
And still you were at your window, 
Still watching, and still seeing 
The light from somewhere away. 
Window pane woman watch me a while, 
See me look out of myself, 
Let me see you in the quiet of my mind 
That 1 may hold you a while. 
Window pane woman grow close to me now, 
lt is our time of the year, 
May l come and sit on your sill 
So we may always be near? 
Wasn ' t it good on the sill with you woman? 
No t caring if anyo ne could see? 
But why did you grow cold toward the end, 
And take all my hope away? 
Do you remember a time woman 
When you were gentle and kind? 
Can you sec me good woman 
As 1 follow you in my mind? 
Window pane woman sits on the sill 
Waiting for someone to come, 
She is not sure of all her thoughts 
But she is content not to run. 
- -D. E. Brunson 
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Found him huddled 
against the radiator 
the Furies could almost be seen 
pounding against his strippling frame 
Mom had a remedy I said 
so we lay facing each other 
my lips 
to his forehead 
--Karen Wantuck 
art faculty 
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A park bench in winter is a weary sight 
Boldly painted when new, now faded with age 
Dejected and passed by with indifferent haste. 
An old couple strolling near in gathering twilight 
Brushes the snow from the well-worn boards 
And leaning upon each other, sit down. 
The bench warms with the glow of memories 
Of tender embraces and wedding proposals 
And the light-hearted antics of growing children. 
Now, the bench having served its duty 
And the old couple, having lived a full life 
Sit alone and wait. 
--Barbara Messer 
Ignominy 
Helen humbly bows 
Upon one knee, 
Silently whispers 
"Hail Mary" to the 
Rhythm of her beads 
In the shadowy screen 
Of holy incense. 
The prayer shawl draped 
Upon stooped shoulders 
Covers the face 
Endowed with shame, 
Silence, 
Only silence, 
Permeates the chapel. 
Helen bows in mock ritual 
Upon one knee, 
Silhouetted 
Against the shadow of the cross, 
Weeping, 
Forever weeping, 
In the shadow of the cross. 
--Alisha 
A reason for existence --
To build a true life .... 
Even a lonely man loves. 
--D. Thomas 
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Out of the black void 
A light warms the heart with joy --
Diane's chariot. 
--D. Thomas 
Ah, Man! 
Pass the plate, brother. 
Drop in your share 
And pass it on. 
Candles cost and programs cost 
And debts are running high . 
But pay your dues 
Through fear and shame --
On Him you can rely. 
For only ten percent a month 
You may call yourself a member, 
For just that much your soul is saved 
From New Year's through December . 
Know your duty under God 
To pray on Sunday morning, 
And sing your praises of the Lord 
From nine 'til noon imploring. 
But when you're home 
And your door is closed 
And your pious suit 
Is stored away, 
Damn the crowd and 
Damn the cars and 
Damn "What the Man doth say." 
- - Don Smith 
Camelot Dying 
Passing beneath warped arches 
We turn from the spectres of desire 
In a foreign eye, 
Fasten vision on black bricks, 
Hearing to the rattle 
Of twisted carts. 
Home to the grotesque palaces, 
The dim amber smoking lamps, 
The sallow candles glowing bronze, 
Memories of musty embraces 
Follow us, 
Faint phantoms. 
--Chris Chapman 
The mist falls from velvet sky 
As time will stand still --
Envelope the world in shroud. 
- -D. Thomas 
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Without 
Like the sea is cold 
and the sand is a broken glass of ugliness --
The nauseous fragrance of dead and molding seaweed, 
like oil and emeralds --
The waves hit the shore as rusty knives of hate kill 
a betrayer of faiths --
Then the skeletons of life, broken in the toss, 
are left to be stomped upon --
And a rose without thorns, like life, isn't what it seems 
'cause roses don't bloom 'til January --
--D. Thomas 
I could whisper sweet erotics that would melt you. 
I could paint you dreams of blissful, quiet times. 
I could shower you with sparks of witticisms. 
I could make you recognize a fine-point mind. 
I could walk and every inch make eyes turn toward me. 
I could don the utmost "vogue" and simply glow. 
I could warm your aches with softest intuition. 
(A woman has "that gift to see and know.") 
I could float with you to heaven in a moment. 
Your enjoyment I would seek as men seek gold. 
I could make you smile at me when you didn't want to ... 
Till with a smirk you'd call me "little so-and-so." 
I'd surprise you, as in moments of dear stillness 
I would pray to a God I know and love. 
And you'd muse to think I really meant it. 
God in heaven equals Father u~ ahove. 
I would bring you flowers picked in sunshine moments. 
I would lay them at your feet as offerings rare. 
I would loose my hair and sing songs of pureness 
Evoking dreams of love eternal, joy and care. 
I would join with you in glorious conception 
Knowing flaming fires and sweetest blessings fair. 
To love you in such exaltation 
And find in me a miracle for miracle shared. 
--loan E. Fannin 
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Easter Island, Sunday Morning 1722 
Beyond your cruel and voiceless stare 
Another sun is pulled from the ocean 
And left there to hang 
Lightless 
In the grey morning rains. 
I see today you do not smile. 
Is it so intolerable 
To have them share your universe? 
They seem so small, so vulnerable; 
But after all, 
They have created you, 
Destroyed you with love 
On a hill in Judea 
And discovered you here, the rock mask 
In my mirror. 
A few flaws, maybe; several chips 
Are dislocated there and there, 
An eye, an ear, a crumbling heart: 
Sweet, free souvenirs 
Of that thing th~y call 
Tomorrow. 
And though the others weaken 
And topple in the storm 
And though right now inside you 
I am wounded, fall and die 
You remain unaffected: 
Unmoved, unhurt, uncaring. 
Sculpted so adroitly from my own volcanic fears, 
You are the great stone god 
And my lord, 
You must not kneel. 
--Larry Wallingford 
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Hieronomous' Son 
by Frank Jackson 
Mrs. Duluth got hastily into her crumpled coat, brushed 
ineffectually at her hair, and chided the children. 
"Remember to be quiet," she said, "your father is going 
to need his rest." 
Michael, as always, sat reading, as always, oblivious to 
what his mother said, "Michael," she pronounced his 
name admonishingly, "you remember what we talked 
about, no arguments." 
The boy's eyes paused on his book, but that was the 
only sign of having heard he gave. 
Mrs. Duluth drove Hieronomous home. It was an early 
spring Thursday. The children were restlessly jubilant, 
but their mother's interdiction kept them tolerably quiet. 
Mrs. Duluth herself was overjoyed, and irrepressible tears 
chased one another down her face. Father is home she 
announced grandly in the doorway. Hieronomous laughed 
trembling-hard, coloring fever-red; he laughed and held 
the children to his chest until exhaustion quieted him. 
The mania of fire, the boundless wonder of living was in 
his laughter. He sat upon the couch, then nodded to 
Michael. The boy sat crepe-paper solemn, bent over his 
book. So Hieronomous was home at last, and all he 
needed was bedrest. How cheap their happiness was. They 
could not have wished more reasonable terms. It was 
plain that he had changed. He was white and cadaverous 
looking, and the slow-lapsing invalid-hours had glassed 
pain and brittleness into his bone-pipes. His burliness had 
softened, his eyes weakened, but fearing much worse, 
his family received these conditions with the deep relief 
which prevailed throughout his homecoming. 
Michael produced a bottle of Vin Supcrieur Rouge 
~rom the cupboard, and wine tumbled like red crystals 
mto fat-bosomed goblets. Mother's attention was halved: 
one portion devoted to Hieronomous, stretched pale and 
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enghosted over the couch, stroking little Lydia's hair; the 
other portion went to supervise the pouring of the wine. 
"Go easy there Michael, _we mustn't get your father 
drunk his first day home." 
Michael paid her no mind. He addressed himself to 
Mary, his wispy-bodied girlfriend from college who had 
driven down for Hieronomous' homecoming. She was 
shamelessly devoted to Michael, holding him up above 
suffering mortality with her idolatrous eyes. · 
"After the Greek custom," he said laughingly, "wine 
libations for all the celebrants; in honor of the procreant 
power with which ever-living spring melts through the 
wintry-crisp clay and soaks the earth's very framework 
with new-life. We drink of the grape, reeling in its 
spring-born intoxication, lathed in its alcohol-warmth." 
Mary clapped her hands and doubled up with laughter, 
and Michael grabbed her up about the waist and swung 
her around, "Fly, little bird, fly." She kissed his fore-
head. 
Mother was growing upset. She knew Hieronomous 
would not abide Michael's clever tongue, drunk with 
words, and his irreverent behavior in front of the chil-
dren. She glanced reprovingly at Michael. But now he 
stood by the table, eyes intent upon his prostrate father, 
as though calculating the damages he had wreaked thus 
far, and measuring where best he might aim his next sar-
donic dart. Hieronomous met his son's eyes, his face 
twitching ominously. Mother had prayed so they would 
reconcile themselves on this occasion; after all, was it too 
much to pray that father and son should treat each other 
civilly? However, today the guilt was Michael's alone. She 
had expected him to cheer his father, to make amends of 
the past slanders and the outrages committed on purpose 
to incite the old man's temper. She had expected him to 
mollify the sick man, to allav an)' worries he mi11ht and 
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did have, for once to behave as a son rather than as a 
prosecutor. But Michael's behavior foreboded just the 
opposite. Mrs. Duluth, at wit's end with anxiety that 
Hieronomous would boil over and ruin the splendid prep-
arations she had made for his homecoming, could think 
only of diverting his attention away from Michael, leaving 
the miscreant boy to his wicked provocations. She had 
just turned away from the table with this view in mind, 
when Hieronomous jolted up, then fell back, his body 
stiffening paralytically. "Oh my God, my God he's having 
a stroke!" she screamed. Little Lydia was shrieking and 
shrinking away from her stricken father. A goblet fell 
from the table and burst with glass-music against the 
floor. "Oh my God Michael, he's having a stroke. Oh 
God!" And the fear-crazed woman reeled to the couch 
and collapsed to her knees, whispering urgent assurances 
into Hieronomous' unhearing ears. "It's all right baby, 
I'm here. You 'II be fine. Oh God please!" And she wept 
upon him. Michael, grave with intent, phoned the life-
squad. Mother was out of her senses over the broken, 
death-still man. He still breathed, he still lived. The chil-
dren stumbled into a corner of the room, their little 
voices all whispery and electrified, their soft eyes dark 
and wild with an unnameable horror, facing the forever-
paradox of dying-life, the never-forgotten, never-under-
stood crisis of horrid emotion and of possibility which 
menaces death. 
Hieronomous survived, recovered, came home, all 
within a month. Michael had left the evening of his 
father's relapse, and did not return. Not that he had been 
solicited to, he hadn't been. The pitiless deserve no pity, 
that was his mother's thilught upon the subject. Remark-
ably enough, Mrs. Duluth didn't hold Michael responsible 
for her husband's stroke. She reasoned that the arrest was 
physical, brought on by physical causes, and that 
Michael's aggravation had not been sufficient to have pre-
cipitated it, although it must be confessed that it was Dr. 
S~th who first put these judgments into her head. Once 
acquainted with them, however, she clutched onto them 
almost lovingly. 
Her grudge with Michael was more subtle than to take 
the form of outright accusation. It amounted to this: 
Michael had not attempted to conciliate his father that 
Thursday evening, but rather had deliberately offended 
the old man's Quakerish sensibilities in order to show 
his contempt of them. What could be more gruesome 
than to attack a diseased man's faith with the hope of 
showing it up to be ridiculous? The very idea was indecent 
to her. Somehow the fact eluded her that dogmas were 
not discussed that fateful evening, and somehow she for-
got that there was not so much as an exchange of words 
between father and son. What impressed her that night 
was what never ceased to impress her: how the sincere 
religiosity of her husband ever gave rise to such an 
irreligious son. True, Michael was sending her money to 
support the family; but he was grievously mistaken if he 
thought he could buy forgiveness and welcome from her. 
Besides, what he sent was a meagre pittance of what he 
could afford to send; this hardened Mrs. Duluth's heart 
faster than any other misdeed Michael had committed. If 
one would not tithe for the church, and not even for his 
family which is in a necessitous position, she had no 
sweet words for him. 
Michael was remorseless: At first he tried to chasten 
himself, but he knew he didn't believe he deserved chas-
tening. Did Hieronomous suppose he could temper and 
sharpen the edge of a young boy's disgust, but never be 
cut? Did he expect wine for the vinegar, love for the con-
tempt he had invested in Michael's upbringing? ... One 
day in April, remember Hieronomous? Mother sent 
Michael, then six, out to gather peaches from the orchard 
grass. Plump, red-faced Sally, she lived across the fence, 
came over and shinnied up the peach tree to shake down 
the pulpy fruit. Michael knew he was a bad boy, because 
he wanted to look up, and he did, saying to himself, "I 
mustn't look up because her legs are corrupt, because the 
pink I see of her is flesh." And when she jumped down 
from the tree, herself fruit of the earth, he touched, and 
tasted. And then he was sent s11ualling in the grass, his 
peach-sack overtoppled, and his father screaming at him, 
and hitting him .... Hieronomous had instructed his son 
that the world and the joys of the world were corrupt. 
Well, Michael now asked, was not righteousness of the 
world? He laughed at the irony. He knew what infuriated 
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hi, l'alh1·r: tl ""' 111, di,;.:11, l ol' di,;.:11,[. l'or di ,;.:11 , [ had 
b1·1·11 ll)t' hard 111a11 ·, l1 ·111pl1'. hi, n·li;.:ion. II i, \\ "' lh1 · 
,;ainthood of contempl. llw "a~ to· tlw Li ;.:ht was through 
llw st'ourg•'- ,-\ml \\Ital ,\lit' hat:! had don <' ''a' 1:xpo,;e tlu; 
shallo w111·"" and c·onta111i11atio11 of the bapli ,;mal 1rnl1:rs 
flowin~ '' ithin that tnnplt: . It \\as a falsifica ti o n of tlw 
ver~ premises upon which the old man had ordered his 
lifo. H these premises were fabe, so was lifr ; if lhc1· wen · 
viii ., ha teful , pitil ess, then his life loo was vile, h~tdul , 
pi ti less. 'vlic hael never forgave his fa th er 's intolerance: 
his lesson resolved itself into the maxim " hating the vile 
ennobl es you. " He thought, her<' is the \\·orld, old man. 
lt has its te rms, it repays ha te fo r ha le, it docs not dis-
criminate between holy and unhol y conlempl. .\1y life is 
a natural development and avowal o f th1· world. Look. l 
clutch its grass, piroue tte ol'cr its win.d-swept ice, f'al the 
grains, fru its and m eals of it. And to this [am to sav no? 
And when gay little Sally shinnies th e peach tree to ~hake 
down lh1: J.H'achcs, 1 ·m not lo look because her lt.:g~ arc 
rnrrupl, bt"Cause the pink I s1·e of her is fl esh? A nd when 
sh1· jumps down to me, herself pulpy· fruit of the.earth, I 
a rn not lo touch , lo tas te? 
l\ lic ha1·l liv1·d in a 0111·-room apartment in an old tene-
rrwnl building on the river. Thi· t enants were mostly 
blat'ks, lh1· socially scorned , the d estitute. The urban 
n ·1wwal program was a downtown phenomenon, care ful 
lo kcqJ blocks away from the riverfront lodgings as 
though tlll'y wen · foreign infec tions. He worked in a fac-
tory, third shift , skpt till two in the afternoon. When 
Mary vis ilt"<l , they would walk the trash-heaped , fi sh-
odorous backs lrccts and she would lake him into Mario 's 
and bu y his meal. She never ate. She just sat across the 
table watching him. Mother communicated her money 
nc1·ds through Mary. It got to be a joke be tween them 
and Michad would call Mary the oracle and she would 
blush and tell him the sum his mother expec ted that 
week. Her ex peclalions grew as lime passed and she could 
be more impersonal with him . 
On<' night Mary said , " Michael , she 's bleeding you dry. 
,You 're not going lo be able to return to school in the 
fall if you don 'l sav1: some. You owe yourself that much, 
rnd as far as I can see, you owe your thankless mother 
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110! 0111· p1 · 1111~ 111on '. ) o u '11 111·11·r , a[1, fl lw r. ,o '' h~ 
ln .'. .. 
\lie· had ,;hook hi,- head. ·' j .is t1·11. .\lothn,;. tlw~ "re tlw 
gi11·r,; of lift.: tH>\\ ~ o u ~1 ·1 · ho\\ th1·~ ca n b 1· LIH' mo,; l 
rutld1·,;,; taker,; . Having giv<'n , tlw~ d1·1na nd san c tion:;; 
having lwstowed th1· unasked gift. they make read~· lo 
coll1 ·1·t the du1·s. For some, paym ent is a glori o us soldif'r-
son , all b<·m1·dalled and revelling in his 1·ic to ri es; for som e 
it \ a doctor or :;cholar, a lovf' r o r pries t. For my mo th er, 
it \ a provid1·r-son . A nd her li~ l o f p rovisions is growing, 
and will continu1· to grow until she's sm o thered m e. Thal 
will be her satisfadi o n, for sh!' couldn 't bear to sec such 
a contemptible µerson as m yself outreach and over-
achieve in life, ,,·ha t lier devout husband lost . " 
T he days Mary didn 't come, he caught a bus lo F o un-
tain Square and lazed abo ut in the booksto res or the 
library, or walked over the bo ne-white sidewalks a mid 
the scurrying, self-important sho ppers with their bulging 
~acks and riotous children. Once he was approac hed b y a 
streetwalker ; she was small a nd ashamed and awkward. 
Michael too was awkward, and told her no thank you and 
thrust five dollars into her hand . A fterwards he felt ridi-
culo us; there was the little s treetwalker, resplendent in 
her garish costume, incongruous with her lamb 's manner, 
the s talking womb with alms-begging palms, turning the 
corner and disappearing down some sil ential s treet. How 
similar their fates! At ten-thirty he walked the empty, 
noiseless s treets to wo rk. 
One Sunday afternoo n Mary came and drove Michael 
out into the country. In the creek there were maple 
leaves, curled up like amputated hands which had been 
tossed away. They waded knee-deep in tl1e water, then 
hand-wedded , sloughed through the tangly grass and over 
the squirrel-gnawed hulls of hickorynuts, in and out of 
the light splotches which sifted through the leaves onto 
the ground. Michael tucked a volume of St. Augustine 
under his arm. 
"And what will you do then," she asked, "I mean 
after you have mastered St. Augustine." 
" Become a metaphysician. " 
" And what do they treat." 
·'Thal 's a bad pun," he said. 
"Yes, bul 11ol too bad." 
" No, not too bad. I'll treal the world. I'm going to 
cure it of reality. " 
"Sounds dull. " 
" Yes, possibly ." 
Michael mused. What could he tell her about reality, 
she who is probing for a reality to fasten to; how eluci-
da te to her lhe motives of soul-less men, or those who 
sell their souls to move the world, when she asks to be 
given love, a forever fl esh-bound poet? And she would 
hang upo n his every word as lhough it were enuncialed 
by the lips o f God , heedless of the cataclysms lhal rocked 
lhc world, pledging whal meagre treasures were hers lo 
tha t which grows cold with age as an unmittencd hand. 
Poor devo ted Mary. Molhcr was her prototype. How 
o ften reality would bereave her o f t he prelly-phrased 
love of her i'anlasaical gods, how often, for lheir conse-
crated sake, she would quiclly walk out the back door of 
the world into the sanctuary of a man 's dream. Hierono-
mous, the unmittcned hand. Mary leaned toward him. 
The breeze fann ed her gossamer hair lightly over his 
check. No. He could not cxplica le himself to her, though 
lhal, her unmurmurcd yearning, was palpable as a kiss. 
She said, " Where arc you going, " but he was already 
there and she, the unmittcncd hand, would never know. 
She sought out Hieronomous' son, not him. She sought 
the unmittened hand to warm her own, as his mother 's 
had Hieronomous': Where are you going? He was there, 
and safe , lhere already; but her hopeful eyes were evoca-
tive of the hands that had constrained him on the way 
and of their frigidity. 
Darkness hovers. 
Softly falls the night. 
Slumber captures reality. 
Peace. 
- - Barbara Messer 
thoughts on trains 
nights 
with open windows 
and all there is to be heard 
are crickets 
katydids 
unidentified shrill insects 
and a very wee distant · 
train whistle 
free from man's beastly thumbprint 
of cars, giant powerliues, inorganic smells 
and most of all those 
semi-formal lemon-flavored street lights 
that never quite shine but stare all night 
nights 
with open windows 
are perhaps as obsolete as trains 
- - Linda Fries 
In the Dark of Day 
by David GOf~h 
Thi' morning sun lifted above the hills and burned 
away the haze that spent its nights on the streets of the 
city. lts light glinted off the windows of the tenements 
and the hoods of cars and the railroad tracks that slit 
l1'ngthwi;;P along Saratoga Street. And it reflected hotly 
off the while-enameled metal sides of a building that 
squalled patimtly on the corner. 
lL was a small building and the white of its panels 
sel it apart from the red and gray buildings around it. 
Three of its sides were at right angles to one another, but 
the side parallel to Saratoga and the tracks was only half 
as long as its opposite. The fourth wall joined these two 
Lo form a triangular area of concrete between the building 
and the corner. Two red pumps stood guard over the 
drive from a platform in the middle and a pair of light 
poles rose like palms on either side. The pattern of the 
panels on the front was broken by a door and two large, 
paned windows that stared blankly into the sun. 
When the sun looked back, it collected the reflec-
tions from the cars and the tracks and the two red pumps 
in the drive and sent them bearing down through the win-
dows. It rdlcctcd off the oil cans displayed on the shelves 
and healed the concrete as it angled across the floor. It 
heated the Coke machine until there was a click and the 
motor in the back started to buzz. It even reached into 
the back of the building where it heated the wooden 
workbench that was cracked and warped from the expan-
sions and contractions of many mornings. The light from 
the sun and the oil cans and the heat from the motor and 
the floors combined to warm the air until it strained at 
the closed windows and shoved at the door. 
A black housefly rose in fat-fly flight, lifting itself 
into the sun streaming through the front panes, haloed in 
the confusion of sunlight and furious wings. It droned 
heavily across the room, settling into the brown syrup 
that flowed from the bottle opener on the front of the 
Coke machine. It fell quietly to breakfast. 
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The man unlocked and shoved open the door all in 
one motion , exploding into the room, trying not to 
breathe the oppressive air. He brushed away a fly and 
reached for the window pole. 
The man groped awkwardly with the window pole, 
trying to hook the latch that held the window. It was 
hard to find the hole since he was looking directly into 
the sun. He had to turn his face aside and close one eye 
and that made it hard for him to judge the position of 
the hook. It finally caught and he pulled the window 
open. The second window was easier since he only had 
to push in at the bottom to make il swing out. Once he 
had the air circulating, he breathed a little deeper and 
set about getting ready for business. 
He set out the oil display and the water can and, 
returning, picked up the air hose and windshield cleaner. 
These were set with the others. The pumps were turned 
on and the night-light turned off. He read the meters 
on the pumps and marked the figures on his clipboard. 
Then he went in to figure his accounts. 
The desk was in the front, in the corner where the 
front wall and the smaller side were joined. But that 
~orner was ~!ways too hot in the summer, particularly 
111 the mornmg. So he gathered up his ledgers and pens 
and moved to the workbench in back where it was cooler 
and he could look out the small windows at the parking 
lot behind. From here he could watch the people as they 
came to work at the stores up the street. He could watch 
the people as they came to work at the stores up the 
street". He could watch them in their ritual of rolling up 
the wmdows and locking the doors. He watched them as 
they put a nickel in the meter and hit it with the heel of 
their hand while they turned the knob. They could park 
all day for a nickel that way. He watched the workers 
and the shoµpers as they drove in and walked away. 
They didn't notice him. 
He tinished marking the little columns, closed the 
book and walked back into the corner of the room he 
called the office. He opened a file and put the ledger on 
top of thirty years of ledgers. He could trace them back 
through the years in their progressive degrees of wear 
until he met the really old ones. These all seemed to 
blend together and there were no degrees of age, just 
old ledgers. 
He looked at them for awhile, then pulled one from 
from the middle of the stack, picked up the one he had 
put on top and brought them back to the workbench. 
He laid them side by side and opened them to the sum-
mer months and compared the figures. He looked at the 
columns marked gallonage and the faded ink on the old 
pages showed him numbers double and triple the new 
ones. That was the time before, before the city died and 
the people moved to the suburbs. It was before the shop-
ping centers moved out to be with their people and busi-
ness in the city fell off. It was before the new interstate 
highways routed the cars around the city instead of 
through it. It was before the oil companies put up new 
stations on what seemed to be every available plot of 
land they could find. They could afford to take a few tax 
losses, just so the big, new stations on the interstates 
were raking it in. He thought for a second about the 
reasons why and then returned to the file and slipped the 
ledgers inside. 
The sun followed its arc high into the sky until it 
reached its zenith, where it seemed to hesitate, to pause 
and rest while it watched its world below. A train dragged 
itself through the city and blocked the cross-streets. The 
people in the cars could only wait and watch the train 
parts lumbering by them. Coal and manufactured goods, 
automobiles and the scrap that used to be automobiles 
slid past. And the windshields of the cars would catch 
the sunlight and throw it like a spotlight on the world 
that passed. 
The cars were still running on the street parallel to the 
tracks. They would approach each cross-street with less 
caution until they could experience the thrill of passing 
an intersection without slowing. They passed the white-
paneled building and some of them stopped, but most 
passed on to other things. 
Eventually, the train passed on as well and the cars in 
the cross-streets started again on their way. Above, the 
sun resumed its own movement and seemed to build 
momentum as it slipped down toward the horizon. 
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The man stepped carefully down the ladder, resti 
both feet on each rung before trying for the next. At I 
bottom he set his wrench in its place on the workbe 1 
and looked at his work. The foundation at the cor 
where the rear wall and the longer side wall joined 
slipped, sending a crack down the side wall as the r 
wall moved away. He had run a heavy iron rod thro 
the rear wall half the length of the side wall, bolting it 
an angle iron, bolted hard in its turn to the side wall 
heavy iron plate on the outside kept the rod from pull 
through. He stepped back and looked at his buildi 
clamped together like a broken bone. 
He walked outside into the shade of the buildi 
watching the last of the rush-hour traffic. It was his 
tom to stand there often, but today his legs were ti 
from standing on the ladder so he sought the ease of 
office chair. 
It was cooler in the evening and he sat at his d 
watching the streets and thinking. Business-wise, the 
had been no worse than many others. He had receiv 
letter from his brother in Florida. He always liked t 
because his brother had once been his partner in the b 
ness and was now making money in real estate. He Ii 
to hear how well his brother was doing. Still, he 
something was wrong. 
He picked up the letter, stuffed it into his pocket 
began to prepare for closing. He was deep in though 
he brought in the oil and the air hose. He thought ab 
the dead city and the old business, about the people 
the letter. He hauled in the rest of the things and t 
closed the windows in back. He flicked the switch 
turned off the pumps and the one that turned on 
night-light. And as he swung the big front windows 
and looked out into the shadows on the street, 
became aware of the vague feeling that he had mi 
something. Still wondering, he closed and locked 
door, walked to the corner, waited for a car to go by 
then stepped across the street for a beer. 
The sun hung low over the western hills and bur 
red-orange in the windows of the city. It sank slowly 
continued to stare at the city until it was below the h 
zon and could no longer see. 


That dainty hand, 
Veiled in softness, 
Clutches, with crystal strength, 
A knife. 
And so soon after 
Those sweet words 
Spilled from lips 
Which I adored, 
From lips hiding fangs. 
Those loving words 
Light as chiffon 
Returning now to sting, 
Like eager droppings into milk. 
--Hubert Duncan 
If we could just try. 
Try to forget the world around, 
people, school and the war. 
If we could find the time just 
to look at ourselves for a change. 
Without games. 
Without memories prior. 
Without hesitation. 
Perhaps then we could find the essence of life, 
and more important, 
each other. 
--Ruth Rundell 
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Colors Come to Me 
I see colors come to me, 
Scenes of what used to he, 
And I think that the colors grow wide as 
My thoughts linger on to the dreams 
Of my life. 
I see mirrors drifting on to me, 
Reflecting the sights of what used to be, 
And the sights having been will be no more, 
The sights leading to the path of life. 
Above the ordinary t!i.ings in life, 
We will call on visions of the past. 
Colors come to me through a mind of light 
Blotting out the cold and the fears of the night 
And the sights having been will be no more --
The sights leading to the path of life. 
I see colors come to me; scenes of what used to be 
Pretty color, deep color, black color, best color ... 
--Dennis Meade 
January has a coat of light gray mist, 
Of brown and dull array. 
February, in skuddling white, 
Swishes her long gray cloak. 
March has clear-moving color 
And earth-scented days. 
April dresses in palest blue and green 
And does a lilting water-dance. 
May has startling green and brown 
With living colors showing. 
June has yellow and deeper green 
Spread before the rainbow hue. 
July's deep green a bit brown, 
Is still beautiful and gay. 
August brings a coat of dusty brown 
To hide age's soon slow approach. 
September has a gold and brown 
To fit the ~ood of changing nature. 
October a scarlet and haze 
To wear over a dress of fading splendor. 
November dresses in deep brown 
And shades her face with many plays. 
And December in white and crystal 
Stands, none left to mock her beauty. 
--Bonita Snowden 
The dark clouds hover 
Strangling her serene light --
Only snow tonight. 
--D. Thomas 
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My Prince 
I never realized the importance of knowing you--
I just called you my Prince and spun webs of wishes around 
the moon. I didn't realize you were fallible or think 
how soon someone else would crowd into your thoughts 
and fill your room. 
I just went along my way and took the things you didn't 
say for granted. I took flowers from someone else's 
garden and for awhile relinquished my life to you. 
My Prince became fallible and I knew that the time 
not spent with me was your time to spend. 
Concerned with my material gains you never knew 
what I thought while blowing bubbles in the sun or 
watching the rain shake the autumn leaves. 
For awhile I had a Prince and I?--I still spin 
webs of wishes around the moon. 
--Linda Lou Mullins 
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Soap Bubble 
Child glass-blow er 
forming child glass 
on the doorstep; 
eyes intent with concentration 
watch the vapour quivering ... coming ... 
fragile, silent, strange --
as the bubble dims, and goes, 
round, reflected in his eyes, 
catching lights of blue and silvery white, 
Child glass-blower on the doorstep 
watching: in his eyes reflected 
lights of silver-white, and blue, 
and golden. 
--Doris Marie Ludwick 
The day looks dismal. 
Winter. 
Wet, cold, snow and mud .... 
The day looks dismal. 
Winter. 
With dull gray sky ... they all set a 
mood -- which my mind refuses to 
accept. Within my head a spring day 
happens. The sun glows warm and 
bright there. A soft, gentle breeze 
wanders about a green and budding 
hillside. As I walk through the 
snows of reality, the fragrance 
of a memory drifts through my mind ... _ 
Wet, cold, snow and mud .... 
--Sandy Fugate 
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Melting Wax 
He thought how fast the year had passed 
And why the winter wind still blew, 
Although the sun had warmed the ground 
And the green grass breathed again. 
The settled dust of yesterday --
What made it seem so new? 
The void between the setting suns 
Turned colder as it grew. 
The voice of his wife foiled his escape 
As she lit the scarlet candles. 
The hot wax cried to the icing 
As she offered words of comfort: 
"Smile! You have another year ... 
Are twenty-five so very dear?" 
- -Don Smith 
Number One 
My inmost thoughts are hard to tell 
And beyond my mind is endless time. 
Rubber bounces and people recoil. 
Thoughts are misty, blank and cold. 
Life is trash piled high in the sky. 
Now why does it have to fall? 
Senseless things are of value 
Not like diamonds bright or brilliant. 
Eternity is time reversed. 
Death is first and life is last. 
Close things are far apart. 
My mind wanders in a dark 
Bu·t lighted space enthralled. 
Harder rocks have killed my thoughts. 
Soft cotton stabs my heart. 
Thousand flowing words I hear and speak 
Bounce miles before anyone recalls 
What I have said. 
People ask for things I do 
Service with a frown 
Give that man gas and his wife oil. 
Throw away everything and don't buy anymore. 
Stars are falling in to hell 
Making life on earth less. 
Bless my home make it sad, frozen 
Beyond all hope. 
Stop, the world has gone to crap. 
The lap is run by Socrates. 
Hungry and full is my mind now. 
I must decline to have people become 
Entwined in my passing time. 
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A building being built from the sky down. 
Weird rooms of sickening art. 
Departing at the train, it's running in 
Circles to somewhere. 
God eternity is set. Now is the time to forget. 
--Dale Marshall 
Fragment from "The Price of a Moment" 
The blade of grass would not talk; 
The tiny daisy failed to answer my pleading. 
Even the bird singing above my head said nothing. 
It, too, was just existing. 
Suddenly out of nowhere came something, 
And it was real because it possessed no form. 
A gentle breeze passed through my wooded vision. 
The leaves rustled into strange motions; 
The birds sprang into flight; 
And the blade of grass and the tiny daisy 
waved as if overcome by joy. 
Then as the breeze was leaving 
A single dewdrop fell from a tree like a tear. 
A warm sunbeam caught my face, 
And with it came the answer. 
Questions never cease to exist. 
Answers continue to hide. 
As always, 
Time passes. 
--Fred Romig 
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trees sway in the wind 
to the ground they bend and pause 
then stand erect under the cool darkness 
thus people sway with life 
touching the bottom of desolate despair 
then standing with God learn to live in sorrow 
--Barbara Messer 
Collage IV 
To find it you must 
fall 
into a world of sun 
at the time of the crying of ravens--
let your fingers trace 
che cool stone carved 
beneath the green water 
by an ancient artist 
with a little fire. 
The connoisseur who desires to examine must wait 
(for the sun). 
In the water 
I shall live. 
But if I were a bride 
and the wind flew with us 
in the fall to the south my love, 
I wou Id stay. 
I would stay 
for the sake 
of the sun. 
--Chris Chapman 
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My mother used to tell me not to worry 
about hobgoblins. 
"Be kind to them," she said, 
"They are misunderstood." 
And then mom woulai-ock me 
in the upstairs bedroom closet 
So that I could meet them and be kind to them. 
My mother always loved hobgoblins. 
I suppose they loved her, too. 
- -Jeff Rice 
Sevenward Faith 
At the waxen end of life's charred marrow 
We shall wait on rocks at the roaring water's edge, 
Exposed and naked like words on a printed page. 
But we shall not hold love in our hands 
Nor fear in our eyes as they rake the crusted sea, 
The Black Light 
Red squares, red light 
red ink on white paper 
draining strength through contrite, 
bloodred hatred. 
Cursing, damnation, hell 
thinking rips away the mind. 
In solemn moments dwell 
the silence that is thunder. 
Feelings melting away 
As they cleanse the ears. 
Strongly the body rolls alay, 
flips, flops, and crashes into tears. 
Crushed whole by the fall 
made lucky as thru lies 
caresses the moment, 
then whitens long and dies. 
--Dale Marshall 
And no pearl -shells shall masquerade our souls in hollow mockery. 
And when at last the silence breaks quintessently 
Then in light and newborn truth shall tip the golden bowl 
That we then might sup and touch our hands 
And behold forever the new-plowed flanks of time. 
--Doug Mills 
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Ma tete contre mon coeur 
My heart fell back 
amazed 
in very stricken, dumb 
rebuttalization. 
A believing heart that by rapport has been warmed 
cannot 
easily 
even less sensibly or quietly 
understand that a quickening of the heart and open 
direct 
lines 
are merely a matter of moment 
are purely a matter of put-on form. 
(Unless there was some mistake.) 
In the mass of worldly, "cool" strangers 
You surely can't expect that anything 
but 
STATUS 
SEX or 
SHAPE 
could ever possibly matter. 
Don't live in dreams 
Don't dwell on things which 
abstractly fill a void. 
Abstraction 
Man conviction 
a forging, flaming bridge between souls. 
Such words .. ..... ............... .... what do they mean? 
WAKE UP -- THE WORLD IS BUILT ON CONCRETE BLOCKS. 
--Joan Fannin 
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Baby Bear Soup 
Suddenly there was a breeze 
And it was gentle 
And it was kind 
It was the kind of breeze 
Which is hard to find 
Or did it find me 
My sweating face 
Was cooled and refreshed 
And I turned myself windward 
For now it was a pleasure to face 
And just lean forward 
And let the soft wind hold me 
But the wind blew on past me 
As all winds seem to do 
Leaving nothing but its sound 
While it finds someone else maybe 
And I think to myself as I turn around 
God made that wind to be free 
And I am thankful that I know 
That if that wind had been too strong 
Or too fair 
I would not have cherished its blow 
Nor even cared 
Which way it wanted to go 
--Christopher 
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Temptations 
Jonathan sits by the wall and beckons. 
By the loose translucent waters, 
Down by the lonely river 
Where cattails stand stark naked, 
Carved a sacred altar 
Of jade and precious stone. 
Jonathan knew my secret 
And promised me vintage and wine 
To forsake the god of hills 
And valleys 
For ecstasy of flesh. 
Jonathan silently waits, 
Calmly anticipating 
My sorrow 
And rejoices 
In his triumph, but 
I bid farewell, 
Ever watching, 
Farewell to Jonathan 
In the fog-covered dusk. 
--Alisha 
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Blind man 
Come! 
Help me to see. 
Deaf man 
Come! 
Help me to hear. 
My God 
Come! 
Help me to help. 
--Sally Reuther 
who would 
believe 
that something 
as small as 
would mean 
so much to 
Him 
--Mike Turpin 
Stones 
From the east 
The wind comes grey with the rain, 
Purposefully softening 
The terror 
Of the stones. 
I come alone again, with flowers. 
The ones they brought before 
Have been strangled by the brambles 
That curl about your name. 
Our name. 
Little pools are wedged in it, 
Spilling like lacquer 
From the margins to the ground. 
It is expected that I come 
And I do not wish to seem ungrateful. 
Roses. 
I bring you roses, 
Daddy. 
Why do you smile? 
It is no joke --
You would rather be in my place, maybe? 
The flowers are beautiful, yes. 
But they come from hell 
And I am unwilling to return for them. 
For you. 
Must someone come to bring yqu roses? 
It is unkind, unfair. 
Their savage firecolors 
Now so defiant and bright in the rain 
Will smoulder and die 
At your feet. 
Someday, my father, 
I wi II not go back. 
Already the grass yet unturned 
At your side 
Stirs 
And my spirit 
Grows restless. 
- - Larry Wallingford 
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quietly, 
wheat wavers in a white ash haze --
shadows, like smoke, trail along the ground --
night sifts in through 
smoke 
and ashes --
dim in the mist of mountains: 
daisy and thistle; 
morning swirls of fog trace through the wild wheat, 
drifting, 
rising, 
--Doris Marie Ludwick 
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Cowboy Actor 
Dichotomy of creation 
Lickspittle of the world 
Ill-omened winds across the sweating brow 
Stifling curses from gentle lips 
Your "My God" could not be heard 
Past the thief on your right 
Shocked into reality 
You shattering dreams unconcernedly 
Enlightenment in a very mysterious world 
of wire services 
API and UPI with various attributes 
Logotypes and datelines reveal all 
Mute testimonies to an ordered world 
of wires and comics 
thoughtfully scattered 
People who buy the AP services are "members" 
But UPI has only "clients"--
Unfortunately privately owned--
Cowboy actors 
Never had no flattops. 
- - Jeff Rice 
Sitting by the sea --
your heart beside you, 
souls being transcended by the fact of being alive --
the warm torture of wanting --
being satisfied with the mutual bond of thought --
beauty appreciated by two --
melting into one -- . 
Finding peace only in a dream of fantastic proportion, 
yet wanting reality, but knowing the difference. 
How do you say "I want you" and still retain that 
which you don 't want to lose? 
Run an ad: "Island for sale." 
MAN ALONE--YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE LIKE NO ONE. 
Even a lonely man loves. 
Musings 
God danced 
in a twirl of leaves 
--D. Thomas 
in the rectangular enclosure 
of my mind. 
The witches rode by 
in the night. 
But nobody saw them 
because they weren't on brooms. 
To write a term paper ... 
I cannot wait for a moment to be inspired, 
I have to sit down with a 
mechanical pen, 
write mechanical words 
to be read by mechanical people. 
--Louis Tingle 
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finds the morning 
Trees lean against a clean night rain. 
a sparrow blinks, and wakens slowly 
in a sifting, stirring, holy breeze; 
shaking feathers partly dry he sees a sky 
still 
drifting, faint and lifting, 
night-smoky; 
a street-light glows 
pain ting roses 
in the water. 
Trees lean against a clean light rain. 
On the street, small feet patter, spatter by mistake 
into the lakelet; lamplight roses shimmer 
as a dawn-caught, furry creature, 
to a sleepy sparrow's warning, 
finds the morning. 
--Doris Marie Ludwick 
The Child Lives Again 
As I lie alone in the depths of my mind, 
I wonder of the things I've seen and the places I've been. 
They seem familiar, and yet are new and at a different time. 
I sense the rising brook, a crack in the sidewalk, 
The ringing of a bell and a face I once knew so well. 
And yet, these are all new to me: a strange city, the passerby, 
The cracked sidewalk, a ringing bell. 
Is my mind gaining perfection, or losing all that's gained? 
Am I seeing the true light, or blinded by the darkest night? 
Or is it true that the child lives again? 
--John Parks 
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Return of a Friend 
It w as autu mn wh en yo u return ed. 
T h e leaves were full y co lored 
Th e day was a bright o n e 
Clo ud ed o nly b y a gold en sun . 
I walked b y the o p en doorway, 
No t n o ticing your prese nce. 
I turn ed - yo u we re t he re 
A nd m y mind b ecam e alive . 
Yo ur face was as bubbly as b efore 
except a bit m o re so . . .. 
Th en as y ou watch ed m y amaz em ent _ 
I ra n - o p e n-arm ed . 
Th e cru sh of th e hug t o ld all. 
--Craig Courtney 
Why do I lie 
Here 
Thinking of death? 
The chill autumn moon 
Is far from bed, 
Yet he peeks in 
And reminds me of death. 
The warmth of my comforter 
Is not fatal. 
A false sun 
With warmth, prenatal. 
Like the warmth of the beach 
That late August day 
When you stood watching 
And I, waiting. 
I looked up from the surf 
And bronze met my eyes, 
Bronze of your shoulders, your 
Stomach, even your eyes. 
The beach was far away 
To me then. 
It's no closer now. 
And when I wanted 
To swim to your side 
The surf would not let me. 
Fear, I can't hide. 
And if you run 
And continue to shout 
I may tire 
And never come out. 
I lie here thinking 
Of death 
Though only bronze comes tom ind, 
For only it may stop the tide. 
So stand and watch 
And I will wait 
For peace and love 
No matter how late. 
But 
Don't ever leave the shore. 
- -Frank Canade 
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It is often that I see 
a multitude of Marienbad nights 
stretched before me 
like tunnels in diChirico paintings 
or plague struck city streets 
my body floating 
The crawling ants of migraine 
begin at the back 
while Theramin needles race 
to unite in my head 
eight years of echoes 
"What's bothering you" 
still unanswered 
Oh to be free of this 
Christina's World dread 
- -Karen Wantuck 
art fa culty 
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Shapes m o ving forward 
or standing still. 
No fac es or minds 
but dull blank expressions of 
weary lives 
cross mine , leaving scars, 
which tim e nor moving 
can prevent. 
Perhaps b ecau se 
forward 
they are standing still.. .. 
--Ruth Rundell 
Carnival Booth 
Th ere was th e tim e 
we had o ur fo rtun es t o ld . 
Yo u first 
and th e n m e 
and th e n th e b o th of us. 
Sh e t o ld us we were lo vers. 
S he was se riou s 
even th o ugh we were grinning 
t o o urse lves. 
We la ughed 
wh e n we return ed 
to th e midway 
for we alread y kn ew 
it w o uldn 't las t. 
We had agreed o n th at. 
--Bruce Hopk ins 
Two Days Before 
The soft cool wind sings a graceful 
Choral to the little flakes as 
They fall precariously to the roof. 
Crackling and popping the fire 
Increases its warm th; spreads out its 
Hands and covers all. 
Windows sparkle. The remaining leaves 
Try to rustle against 
The cold frozen air. 
Fragrant greenery hangs upon 
The doors. Each saying welcome 
Behind me is warm th. 
Yet, outside there is warm th. 
Black is the ground before the starless 
Sky turns it to white, 
From the falling clouds of 
Frozen crystalled rain. 
In the yard children roll a shape, 
Then a smaller one, 
Then another. Notice how easily 
They handle it. They are creative. 
An original snowman, one that is truly theirs. 
Nothing else is left; stripped 
Bare by the wind, turned 
Red by the sun. Nothing. 
--Dale Marshall 
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War 
I awoke from my dream 
of cold, still, abstract 
Destruction. No munitions --
Firearms -- grenades --
just the pang of dead nothings 
battled in my cloud. 
Cease fire! 
But the war was not over. 
The mellow dawn struck ge_ntly but 
hardened with the bladeless find. 
I left my room for the john, 
the home of the real poet --
my comrade. 
Reflection on quiet 
Love for the hopeful armistice 
was shattered by the intrusion. 
Mirror of solitude wept. 
I spoke. 
"You didn't come in to get the cream!" 
No need was the expected -- but 
I was left alone. 
Allied strategy crushed, 
The Axis of hatred strengthened. 
Life is a dear thing --
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The white flag was still 
dingy. 
The yellow sun was prejudiced. 
Battlefield of consultation 
deserted. I dared. 
The shot did not come --
And I cried. 
The yellow became golden --
Yet the smoke-filled fag 
inebriated my mind as the 
cancerous filaments began to bind. 
The flag was washed. 
Carthage won out -- I surrender 
All for More. 
I wept -- I slept - - then 
I awoke from my dream of the warm, busy, n 
Reconstruction. The john was more 
crowded the next day --
"No need for the cream!" 
Then I spoke. 
--Jon Roberts 
Grounded 
"Sister, do you remember the Christmas momma cried?" 
Yes, she remembered. 
How could she forget? 
It was a sad Christmas certainly. 
Up until mother cried it had been a regular bland holiday. 
Then mom suddenly burst out with great, racking sobs 
which blasted across the room; 
I don't know why - she wouldn't tell me. 
Dad sat on the chair arm next to her and tried to 
comfort her, 
But she hung her head down and wouldn 't look at him. 
I went outside to fly my new kite. 
But it was muddy outside and I could not run fast 
enough to get it into the air. 
I just stood there - with great gobs of mud on my feet 
from trying to run , 
My kite and me together--
Grounded. 
It rains. 
- - Jeff Rice 
We walk. 
I lov e to walk with you 
But as we walk you're telling me goodbye. 
It rains. 
Raindrops hit my face ... 
And make little streams down my cheek. 
You stop and look at me --
I'm glad it's raining! 
My face is wet and the rain tastes --
of SALT. 
--Sandy Fugate 
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Bus Ride On a Rainy Night 
Out of time, 
Out of rhyme, 
Out of rhythm. 
It never was, 
Nor ever shall be. 
Lost in a sea of faces, 
A refl ec tion in a glass pane, 
A voice among many. 
There and then gone, 
Stop and then go, 
People I don 't know. 
--Sally R euther 
The essence of a flower 
Stolen from its bed 
Lights the world with fragrance. 
--D. Thomas 
Eleventh Lines 
Shall I, sheltered in the words of man 
Let Xaphon enrage my heart? 
Shall my mind in a fright reject in seconds 
That which all of time has focused there? 
And shall I rejoice man's romp through history 
To this loud spin of crashing youth 
Whose last explosion shall roar through space unheard1 
Not today, and not tomorrow 
The sun is ringing still, 
Some sanity and breath are left 
Where broken ciphers enthrone my will. 
--Doug Mills 
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The Generals Come 
The sun shines on a field of daisies, 
And butterflies kiss each petal of white, 
Then come the generals and their men. 
The sun shines on a fi eld of red , . 
Drenched by blood of men now dead, 
The daisies are gone, the butterflies are dead, 
And onl y the sun remains the same. 
--John Cannon 
1969 
People everywhere are running 'round, 
never looking up, eyes on the ground. 
They quest for knowledge, 
but to what end? To blow themselves up 
and start over again. 
There is som ething better 
than this utopian rat r ace. 
Surely God in heaven must know of a place. 
Oh, but man has disregarded his maker. 
You see, he's too busy winning wars 
and fighting the fakers. 
-- No ra Hall 
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Morning Glory 
Dawn. 
The beat of my heart tells me of my existence. 
My eyes open to see the world. 
I remember. .. .! am the strongest of men because 
My soul is lead-veiled. 
My thoughts I keep secret , 
My feelings well-hidden. 
I confuse the most curious, 
Sharing secrets only with God. 
We observe the universe. 
My face discloses nothing, 
My eyes reveal only reflections, 
Unmoved lips conceal pride. 
Unspoken words comfort no one, 
Pains arc no t soothed by my embrace, 
Nor do I warm hearts. 
Hurl goes unchecked, 
But I am free. 
--Don S mith 
epitaph 
life 
begins and ends 
in a crystal teardrop 
all flowing into the center 
swirling 
with exact precision in 
calculated measures of 
now and when 
never quite fully being 
one thing 
but 
a tremendou s gathering 
of all that ever touched 
the outside delicate wall 
and entered in 
firs t swirling 
th en motionless 
moving again until 
non-existence wins the raffle 
-- Linda Fries 
Time 
Man, speak, lest your tongue remain forever silent. 
Lift your eyes and look with lingering glance 
at the golden glow of the sun 
as it lights the greenness of earth. 
Yes, look before your eyelids become too heavy to open. 
Oh man, what a fool you are! Spending your life 
in a maze of concrete and steel, 
cursing the things meant only to bring you pleasure. 
Time is running short! 
So help yourself while you can, 
lest you become a rat 
in the maze which you have made. 
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--Nora Hall 
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